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Abstract.—Nearly all commonly used methods of phylogenetic inference assume that characters in an alignment evolve
independently of one another. This assumption is attractive for simplicity and computational tractability but is not bi-
ologically reasonable for RNAs and proteins that have secondary and tertiary structures. Here, we simulate RNA and
protein-coding DNA sequence data under a general model of dependence in order to assess the robustness of traditional
methods of phylogenetic inference to violation of the assumption of independence among sites. We find that the accuracy
of independence-assuming methods is reduced by the dependence among sites; for proteins this reduction is relatively
mild, but for RNA this reduction may be substantial. We introduce the concept of effective sequence length and its utility
for considering information content in phylogenetics. [Continuous-time Markov model; distance methods; Independence;
maximum likelihood; parsimony.]
One of the fundamental assumptions made by most
methods of phylogenetic inference is that characters
evolve independently. This is of course not the case in
reality, and there has in recent years been an effort to
develop models that more accurately reflect the vari-
ous types of dependence among sites that have been
observed in a biological context.
One kind of dependence is the correlation of rates of
substitutionatadjacentsites. Yang(1995)andFelsenstein
and Churchill (1996) developed methods that allowed
the rate of substitution at a given site to depend on the
rates of substitution at neighboring sites. But it is impor-
tant to note that in these models it is only the overall rate
of substitution that is correlated among sites; substitu-
tions under the model remain independent at different
sites. We will focus on methods in which both the rate
and types of changes observed at one nucleotide po-
sition are dependent upon the nucleotide observed at
another position in the sequence.
An example of this kind of dependence, in which
adjacent sites can influence not only the rate but also
the types of substitutions that occur, is found in the
triplet codon structure in protein-coding DNA. Certain
substitutions may be less frequent at one site because a
change at that site would alter the amino acid encoded
by the three sites taken together. Muse and Gaut (1994)
and Goldman and Yang (1994) developed codon-based
methods to address these concerns, and Nielsen and
Yang (1998) expressed the codon model in the form
most commonly used today.
Dependence can also arise due to the secondary struc-
ture of RNA molecules. Particular attention has been
paid to develop methods that address the pairing of nu-
cleotides in RNA stem formations (Sch¨ oniger and von
Haeseler 1994; Tillier 1994; Tillier and Collins 1995). De-
pendencies due to secondary structure are often more
complicated than those at adjacent sites as the depen-
dent positions may be quite far from each other in
terms of sequence position. It should be noted that these
models, like the codon models, are one-substitution-at-
a-time models.
Codon models for protein-coding DNA and doublet
models for RNA share in common a general approach
for accounting for dependence: They expand the basic
evolutionary unit in the model from the nucleotide to
the triplet or to the doublet, respectively. Robinson et al.
(2003) took this approach to its logical endpoint using
the entire protein-coding DNA sequence as the unit
of evolution. They considered dependencies resulting
from amino acid interactions as well as those resulting
from solvent accessibility, and in doing so they allowed
the number of other sites on which a given site was
dependent to vary across the sequence. Rodrigue et al.
(2005) took a similar approach but using only the amino
acid interactions, and Kleinman et al. (2006) showed
that the model fit is much better when the solvent acces-
sibility is included (see Anisimova and Kosiol 2009 for
a review of several of these models of substitution).
Error in phylogenetic estimation due to dependent
evolution has been detected in recent data set as well.
Castoe et al. (2009) identified 13 mitochondrial protein-
coding regions in squamates that they believe to be the
result of strong nonneutral convergence. They argue
that models of evolution that can account for conver-
gence due to negative selection, such as those which
consider the structure of a protein, might be useful for
detecting similar cases that may otherwise strongly bias
phylogenetic estimates.
Here we quantify how robust methods of phyloge-
netic inference are to violation of the assumption of
independence. We use an evolutionary model similar to
other sequence-based evolutionary models (Robinson
et al. 2003; Rodrigue et al. 2005; Yu and Thorne 2006) to
simulate sequence evolution under plausible dependent
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constraints based on RNA and protein structures, and
we evaluate the performance of traditional phylogenetic
methods on these simulated data sets. We find that even
small amounts of dependence in the data can lead to sig-
nificant error in estimation of the true topology, and that
this is especially true for RNA.
METHODS
General Strategy
We are interested in testing whether or not meth-
ods of phylogenetic inference that assume independent
evolution at each site are robust to violation of that
assumption. We are specifically interested in the abil-
ity to recover the correct tree topology rather than in
accurately estimating branch lengths or other model pa-
rameters. The general strategy is as follows: 1) simulate
an alignment under a known tree topology and set of
branch lengths, with a known model of dependence;
2) estimate the tree from the simulated alignment us-
ing standard methods of phylogenetic inference, all of
which assume independence of substitutions at differ-
ent sites; and 3) assess the accuracy of the methods.
The methods we will test are maximum likelihood (ML)
using the general time-reversible model of substitution
with gamma-distributed rate variation (GTR+Γ; Tavar´ e
1986; Yang 1993, 1994), neighbor-joining (Saitou and Nei
1987) using GTR+Γ distances, and parsimony as imple-
mented in PAUP* 4.0b10x (Swofford 1998). We will be
less interested in comparing these methods with each
other than in examining the effect of dependence in the
data on all of these methods.
The simplest case in which to study the effect of de-
pendent evolution on phylogenetic inference is with the
four-taxon tree and has been well-studied previously
(Felsenstein 1978; Huelsenbeck and Hillis 1993). We
largely focus on the four-taxon case in order to obtain
a thorough understanding for how the tree length, tree
topology, and varying levels of dependence affect infer-
ence. The tree we consider is shown in Figure 1. Two
opposing terminal branches share a common length a,
whereas the other two terminal branches and the inter-
nal branch share a common length b. The proportion
a/b will be of great interest to us; when this quantity
is larger the inference problem is increasingly difficult.
We will also be interested in the total tree length (V),
which allows the tree to be expanded or contracted
while preserving the branch length proportions.
Evolutionary Model
Calculation of the likelihood (or the parsimony score)
of an alignment is greatly simplified by the indepen-
dence assumption. If all sites are independent, then the
probability of an alignment is simply the product of the
probability of each column in the alignment (or the sum
of the parsimony scores). To calculate this probability,
the substitution process at a particular site is modeled
as a continuous-time Markov chain. The process is gov-
FIGURE 1. The four-taxon tree. The ratio of the branch lengths a/b
and the total tree length V are the parameters of interest. As a/b be-
comes large, the inference problem becomes increasingly difficult.
erned by a rate matrix Q = {qij} where qij is the rate of
change from state i to state j. This rate of change de-
pends only on the current state i, and does not depend
on what states may have been observed in the past
(Markov property). Furthermore, the rate qij is agnostic
to what is happening at every other site in the sequence.
When dependence among sites is introduced it will not
affect the Markov property, but the rate of change at
a given site will depend on the state of the process at
other sites.
The rate matrix Q can take many forms. For RNA-
coding sequences, the matrix Q might be described
by anything from the Jukes–Cantor model (Jukes and
Cantor 1969) to the GTR model (Tavar´ e 1986), and
does not in principle need to be time-reversible. For
protein-coding sequences, Q could be described by
various codon-based models (Muse and Gaut 1994;
Goldman and Yang 1994) with different rates for syn-
onomous/nonsynonomous sites as well as for tran-
sitions/transversions. These codon models typically
restrict the possible changes from codon i to only those
codons j that involve a single nucleotide substitution,
and disallow stop codons.
Just as codon-based models expand the unit of evo-
lution from the nucleotide to the codon, the model we
consider further expands the unit of evolution from the
nucleotide to the entire sequence. Consequently, we will
be interested in sequence transition probabilities. More
formally, we will consider a continuous-time Markov
chain in which the state space is the set of all possible
sequences of length N nucleotides. Let x and y be two
such sequences. Then for all x and y, the matrix of rates
of change from x to y can be defined as
R = {rxy} =

        
        
0 if x and y differ at 2
or more positions
uqijE(x,y) if x and y differ
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where qij is, as described above, the rate of substitution
under an independent-sites model for the position in the
sequence that is changing, E(x,y) compares the relative
structural fitness of sequences x and y and is described
in detail below, and u is a rate-scaling factor to ensure
that branch lengths are interpretable in terms of average
number of substitutions per site.
In the simulations of this paper, we specify the un-
derlying {qij} as follows. For RNA, we assume the K80
model of substitution (Kimura 1980) with the transi-
tion/transversion rate ratio κ = 3. For proteins, we
assume a codon substitution model (Nielsen and Yang
1998) with transition/transversion rate ratio κ = 1, non-
synonomous/synonomous substitution rate ratio ω = 1
and equal codon frequencies. These relatively simple
substitution models were chosen to better examine the
effects introduced by the dependencies due to structure,
described below.
Energy of a Sequence
Wewillutilizeaconceptborrowedfromstructurepre-
diction:asequencefoldedintoaparticularstructurewill
have a free energy associated with it. In structure pre-
diction, the sequence is fixed and the structure of lowest
energy is sought; here, we invert this problem by condi-
tioning on the structure being fixed. We assume that all
sequences share a common fixed structure that must be
maintained to preserve functionality. It is this structure
that determines the interactions among sites and their
relative positions, and therefore determine their evolu-
tionary interdependencies.
We will define the energy of a single sequence x as
E(x), but we find it useful to conceive of E(x) not as
an actual energy, rather as a measure of how well se-
quence x corresponds to the given structure, or as a kind
of “structural fitness.” If x could reasonably fold into the
given structure, we expect E(x) to be low, ideally nega-
tive. We can then calculate E(y) for any sequence y as
well. E(x,y) then takes on the meaning of a comparison
of the relative structural fitness of the two sequences.
The precise form of E(x,y) can in principle vary, and we
will define E(x,y) differently for RNA and for proteins.
For RNA, what we call energies are folding free en-
ergy changes (ΔG) predicted using the current nearest
neighbor model of Turner and co-workers (Mathews
et al. 2004). These free energy changes are predicted
for a given base pairing structure using the efn2 model
(Mathews et al. 1999). This approach utilizes informa-
tion from both the base pairing and the coaxial stacking
of nucleotides, allowing the potential to incorporate
more information than a simple doublet model that
considers doublets to be independent of each other. For
RNA, we then define
E(x,y) = e(Ez(x)−Ez(y))z
where z is a free parameter determining the degree to
which the difference in structural fitness affects the rate
of substitution. Note that when z = 0, E(x,y) = 1 for all
x and y, reducing the model to the independent-sites
model specified by the single-site rate matrix Q.
For proteins, we adopt the approach of Robinson
et al. (2003) in simplifying the constraints govern-
ing the structure into two properties: energies due to
pairwise interactions of amino acids and to solubil-
ity constraints (denoted Ep(x) and Es(x), respectively).
To do this, we utilize statistical potentials, which are
pseudo-energy values associated with plausibilities of
some aspect of the structure estimated from protein
sequences of known structure. For pairwise interac-
tions of amino acids, we can from the protein structure
determine the relative positions of all amino acids in
three-dimensional space, and declare two amino acids
to be “in contact” if any of their non-hydrogen atoms
are less than 4.5 ˚ A apart (Bastolla et al. 2001). Pairs of
amino acids whose three-dimensional proximity is due
to sequential proximity (within three positions or less)
are not considered to be in contact. Following Rodrigue
et al. (2005), if our sequence is of length N we can de-
scribe a contact map as an N × N matrix C where
C={clm}=
(
1 if positions l and m are in contact




unlike RNA where sites can potentially pair, here a sin-
gle site can be considered in contact with multiple other
sites. Second, these interactions are all weighted equally
regardless of actual physical distance, as long as they
are sufficiently close. It would be straightforward to al-
ter the latter such that the relative distance is preserved
and certain interactions are more influential than oth-
ers. As described by Rodrigue et al. (2005), we can now
define the energy of the sequence x with respect to pair-
wise potentials as the sum of the pair potentials for all





where xl and xm are the amino acids of sequence x at
positions l and m, respectively, and B = {bxl,xm} is the
pair potential matrix of Bastolla et al. (2001). To model
solubility constraints on protein evolution, we follow
Robinson et al. (2003), who used an analysis of a large
number of proteins to estimate how frequently a par-
ticular amino acid is observed at different degrees of
solvent accessibility [see also Jones et al. 1992 and Jones
1999]. From the protein structure, we determine the sol-
vent accessibility of a particular amino acid position.
The energy with respect to solubility of sequence x,
Es(x), is then the sum across all sites of the plausibility
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where ak is the degree of solvent accessibility of site
k and S(xk,ak) is the statistical potential for observing
amino acid xk at such a degree of solvent accessibility
(Robinson et al. 2003). We can now define E(x,y) for
proteins in a similar form as for RNA:
E(x,y) = e(Ep(x)−Ep(y))p+(Es(x)−Es(y))s
where p and s are, like z in the case of RNA, parameters
that control how much the difference in sequence en-
ergies affect the rate of substitution for pairwise poten-
tials and solubility, respectively. Note again that when
p = s = 0, E(x,y) = 1 for all x,y, reducing the model to
one of independence among sites.
Simulation Procedure
There are a number of ways to simulate data at a sin-
gle position under an independent-sites model. Some of
these are not applicable for simulating data that are con-
text dependent. We will discuss a few of these methods
and their applicability. The first method (Fig. 2a) begins
by drawing the nucleotide at the root node of the tree
from the stationary distribution π π π = {πA,πC,πG,πT}.
If we specify the rate matrix Q and a branch length
t, we can calculate the transition probability matrix
P(t) = {pij(t)} = eQt. This provides, for all i and j, the
probability that after a branch length of t, the descen-
dent node is in state j given that our ancestral node
was at state i. Each branch will have its own transition
probability matrix because branch lengths may differ.
We can then work our way up the tree starting from
the root, choosing states at each node until we reach
the tips. The usage of matrix exponentiation to calculate
transition probabilities is attractive because it consid-
ers all the possible paths, or character histories, from i
to j in time t. However, the matrix exponentiation be-
comes intractable when the rate matrix is large. This is
the case with the dependent-sites model we have de-
scribed, where the rate matrix R is 4N × 4N, and for any
reasonable sequence length N the matrix is quite large
indeed.
Instead of using a transition probability matrix to
consider all the possible paths from state i to j over time
t simultaneously, we could instead simulate a single
character history (Fig. 2b). One of the properties of the
continuous-time Markov chain is that if the process is
in state i, the waiting time until we leave state i is an
exponentially distributed random variable with rate
qii = −
P
j =i qij. This means we find our root node state
i from the stationary distribution as before, but now
draw an exponential random variable with rate −qii. If
this time is less than t, we observe a change from i to
some other state j. The particular state j is drawn with
probability pij=qij/−qii. This procedure is repeated until
the sum of the drawn waiting times exceeds the length
of the branch t, at which point the state of the process is
the state at the descendent node. This character history
simulation is performed iteratively up the tree for all
branches until we have our states at the tip nodes. This
FIGURE 2. Three methods for simulating data under indepen-
dence. a) Using matrix exponentiation is intractable for dependent
data. b) Simulating a character history can be done with context de-
pendency for an entire sequence, but drawing from the stationary dis-
tributionattherootnodeisstillproblematic.c)Evolveintostationarity
by simulating a very long character history before reaching the root,
then continuing up the tree as in (b).
method of drawing character histories has the benefit
that it can be used under the dependent-sites model we
have described. This is done by using the full sequence
as the unit of evolution and replacing the site rate matrix
Q with the sequence rate matrix R, and then drawing a
sequence history along the branch.
Both of these methods have assumed that we could
draw the state at the root of the tree directly from the
stationary distribution. This is not trivial under the
dependent-sites model as the state space of all pos-
sible sequences is quite large (4N possible sequences)
when compared with independence (four possible nu-
cleotides). However, the intuitive meaning of the pro-
cess being at stationarity at the root is that the process
has been underway for a long time before reaching
the root of the tree, and we can simulate this directly
(Fig. 2c). Under independence, if we pick any state64 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 60
i as an ancestral state and then simulate its evolution
along an exceedingly long branch before reaching the
root, then the probability that we observe a particular
state j at the root is the same as having drawn directly
from the stationary distribution. This method can be
used for the dependent-sites model described as well
and is the method employed for all simulations in this
study. We begin with an arbitrary sequence, not neces-
sarily the one that would likely be sampled from the
true dependent stationary distribution. We then evolve
this sequence along a very long root branch under the
model of dependence as described above, allowing the
sequence to evolve into the one that would be sampled
from the true dependent stationary distribution. The
intuition should be clear: we need a sequence that cor-
responds to a fixed structure, so we choose a random
sequence and allow it to evolve into the one that cor-
responds to the structure (directional selection). This
yields a sequence at the root of the tree that corresponds
to the structure, that can be used as a starting point
for the simulation of the tree itself under continued
structural constraint (stabilizing selection).
Structures Examined
In this study, we examine the effect of dependence
introduced via structural constrain in both RNA and
proteins. For RNA, we will focus on two structures:
the Bombyx mori R2 element reverse transcriptase 3’
untranslated region, a 300-nucleotide structure pre-
viously examined by Mathews et al. (1997), and the
eukaryotic 5S rRNA structure (119 nucleotides) exam-
ined by Yu and Thorne (2006). Each simulated pa-
rameter set using these structures include 400 and
1000 replicates, respectively. For proteins, we will also
use two structures: mammalian myoglobin (Physester
catodon; PDB code 1MBD; 459 nucleotides) and
6-hydroxymethyl-7-8-dihydroxypterin pyrophosphoki-
nase (Escherichia coli; PDB code 1HKA; 474 nucleotides),
both examined by Rodrigue et al. (2005). Simulations
using these protein structures consist of 1000 and 500
replicates, respectively.
Energy at Stationarity
Because we have described the energy of a sequence
as measuring how well a sequence fits a structure, we
can visually inspect this process of approaching and
sampling from the stationary distribution of sequences
under the selective constraint by monitoring the en-
ergies of the sequences sampled. Figure 3a shows the
energies of a sequence, initially sampled at random,
evolving continuously under independence. As ex-
pected, the sequences sampled have similarly high
energies because the vast majority of the 4N possible
sequences will not naturally fit the structure well. Con-
trast this with Figure 3b, which shows the energies of
a sequence, similarly sampled at random originally,
but evolving under the model of dependence. The se-
quences sampled converge to an area of the sequence
space with much lower energies and remain there in-
definitely. This indicates that the selective constraints
of the structure limit the sequences that can be sam-
pled to those that fit the structure reasonably well.
That the chain fails to leave this area of the sequence
space is an indication that we are in fact sampling se-
quences from the stationary distribution. In this man-
ner, we can empirically determine the minimum branch
FIGURE 3. Energies sampled every 100 substitutions from a continuously evolving sequence. a) Independence among sites. Energies sam-
pled are similar to that initially sampled at random. b) Dependence due to structural constraint. Low energies indicate that sequences sampled
are those that fit the structure. The sequence evolves from a randomly sampled starting state of high energy to sample those states of low energy
that correspond to the structure.2011 NASRALLAH ET AL.—DEPENDENT SUBSTITUTION MODELS 65
length necessary to sample from the stationary distri-
bution with high probability prior to the simulation of
sequences along the trees.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rate Variation among Sites
We expect that the constraints imposed by structures
will affect among-site rate variation; at stationarity, a
site that is tightly constrained will experience a low
rate of substitution relative to unconstrained sites. To
confirm this, we simulated the evolution of a sequence
at stationarity for varying levels of dependence and
observed the number of changes occurring at different
sites in the sequence. The results are shown in Figure 4.
Under independence, RNA stem and loop positions ob-
served similar rates of substitution (Fig. 4a), whereas
under dependence (z = 0.01) the rate of substitution at
stem position decreased and at loop positions increased
(Fig. 4b). Further increasing the level of dependence did
not seem to affect the change in substitution rate (data
not shown). For proteins, the substitution process at a
particular site can depend upon a number of other sites
determined by the site’s location in the folded protein.
Whereas the rate of substitution observed was similar
regardless of the number of contacted other sites under
FIGURE 4. Number of substitutions at sites of varying constraint. Under independence RNA stem and loop sites experience similar rates
of substitutions (a), but under dependence stem sites observe fewer and loop sites observe more substitutions (b). For proteins, under in-
dependence, all amino acid sites experience similar rates of substitution (c), whereas under dependence the rate of substitution is inversely
proportional to the number of other sites with which the given site is in contact (d).66 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 60
independence (Fig. 4c), under dependence we observed
a clear negative correlation between the number of sites
upon which a particular site is dependent and the rate
of change that the site experienced (Fig. 4d). Similar re-
sults were obtained for all RNA and protein structures
examined.
It is worth noting that the RNA model induces a
higher rate of substitution among loop sites than among
stem sites. This is quite different from what is observed
in alignments of certain RNAs, in which loop regions
are often highly conserved. This difference is in part
because, whereas this model accounts for the depen-
dencies introduced by the maintenance of the structure
of the molecule, the model does not explicitly consider
its function. If loop regions are conserved due to func-
tional constraint of binding to another molecule, the
dependence of these sites on their binding site is not
captured by our model, which looks only at the struc-
ture of the single RNA. Clearly, both types of constraint
are biologically relevant, and it would be straightfor-
ward to imagine expanding the model beyond a single
sequence to consider two RNAs (or proteins) that inter-
act, introducing dependencies both within and between
the structures. It should also be noted that although our
model does not capture stabilizing selection on RNA
loop regions, neither do the independence-assuming
models typically used for phylogenetic inference.
Effect of Dependence on RNA
We simulated sequences on the four-taxon tree using
the predicted RNA structure of the Bombyx mori R2 ele-
ment reverse transcriptase 3’ UTR (300 nucleotides) pre-
viously examined by Mathews et al. (1997). We did this
for a constant tree size (V = 1.75) and for a range of
branch length proportions at varying levels of depen-
dence, and then estimated the topology from the data
assuming independence. Figure 5a shows the accuracy
of ML at estimating the true topology for these simu-
lated data sets (400 replicates). The shorter the internal
branch, the more difficult is the estimation problem. As
expected, ML performs well for all tree shapes on data
simulated with no dependence among sites. But as the
level of dependence among sites increases the accuracy
of ML decreases, particularly when the internal branch
is short. Perhaps most striking is the decrease in accu-
racy resulting from even small levels of dependence in
the data (z = 0.1), with accuracy falling to nearly 50%
when the internal branch is short.
These simulations also provide a sense for just how
short the internal branch must be before ML will begin
to see a decrease in accuracy resulting from dependent
evolution among sites. Whereas it might be encouraging
if ML had difficulty only when the internal branch was
quite short, this is not the case. Appreciable decreases
in accuracy are observed over a wide range of internal
branch lengths, indicating that the effects of dependent
evolution on phylogenetic inference are not restricted to
extreme topological cases.
It is important to note that although our structural
model does induce rate variation among sites, this is at
least partially accounted for in the GTR+Γ model used
foranalysis.Thismeansthatobserveddecreasesinaccu-
racy are more likely to result from differences resulting
from the context-dependent nature of the substitution
process induced by the model of structural constraint.
The decreased accuracy resulting from dependence
in the data is not a particular property of ML however.
Figures 5b,c show the analysis of the same data using
neighbor-joining (with ML distances) and parsimony,
respectively. Whereas the baseline expectations of how
well the methods will perform when the data are inde-
pendent differ, the trend is the same for all methods that
assume independence: The effect of dependence is to
reduce the accuracy of the methods, particularly when
the problem is difficult, as is the case when branches
differ markedly in length. We might note that neighbor-
joining appears to do as well as ML in many cases,
and in some cases seems to perform better. It would
be tempting to attempt to draw broader conclusions
from these simulations about the relative performance
of these methods, but it must be remembered that we
showhereonlyasmallportionofthepossibleparameter
space of topologies, branch lengths, model parameters
and have only shown a four-taxon case using a single
structure. We refrain from drawing any such conclu-
sions, and instead focus on the observation that all of
these methods seem to suffer by failing to account for
the dependence.
To examine whether these results were specific to the
structure examined or more general, we simulated data
using the eukaryotic 5S rRNA (119 nucleotides) as the
reference structure. We did so on a slightly shorter tree
length (V = 1.0) over the same range of branch length
proportions and levels of dependence (1000 replicates).
The analysis of these simulated sequence sets (Fig. 5d–f)
are qualitatively consistent with the previous results:
Methods that assume independence experience a re-
duction in accuracy over a wide range of branch length
proportions as the level of dependence increases. This
suggests that these decreases in accuracy are not specific
to a single structure but are a more general property of
the effect of dependent evolution in RNA.
The performance of phylogenetic methods assuming
independenceisalsoaffectedbytheoveralllengthofthe
underlying tree as well as its topology. Figure 6 shows
the effect on accuracy of ML estimation using simu-
lated R2 element RNA sequences over a range of branch
length proportions on trees of total length 0.25, 1.0, and
1.75. The effect of a fixed level of dependence (z=0.5) is
to reduce accuracy relative to independence (z = 0.0) as
shown before, but the effect is greater when the overall
tree length is greater. On a larger tree (Fig. 6c) reductions
in accuracy are observed at small branch length propor-
tions, whereas on a small tree (Fig. 6a) the branch length
proportion must be larger before reductions in accuracy
are observed. This demonstrates how tree length and
topology may interact to cause difficulties in estima-
tion on dependence-containing data; dependence seems2011 NASRALLAH ET AL.—DEPENDENT SUBSTITUTION MODELS 67
FIGURE 5. The accuracy of independence-assuming phylogenetic methods to infer the correct topology using RNA sequences constrained
by structure simulated on a tree of total length V=1.75. As the level of dependence in the data (z) increases, the methods are increasingly unable
to infer the correct topology. This is especially true as the branch length ratio (a/b) becomes large and the problem becomes difficult. Structures:
Bombyx mori R2 element reverse transcriptase 3’ UTR (R2) [300 nucleotides, 400 replicates] and 5S rRNA (5S) [119 nucleotides, 1000 replicates].
Methods: maximum likelihood GTR+Γ (ML), neighbor-joining using ML distances (NJ), parsimony (MP).
to have the greatest effect when the tree is very large
and the internal branch is short. Results for neighbor-
joining and parsimony were qualitatively similar, and
for brevity we will largely focus the remainder of the
four-taxon case discussion on results for ML, which are
representative of trends observed using all methods
examined.
FIGURE 6. The total tree length (V) effects the accuracy of ML on simulated RNA sequences constrained by structure (R2). Dependence in
the data (bottom curves) reduces the accuracy relative to independence (top curves), and this effect is more pronounced when the underlying
tree is larger. a) V = 0.25. b) V = 1.0. c) V = 1.75. Qualitatively similar results were obtained for other independence-assuming methods and
levels of dependence.68 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 60
Effect of Dependence on Proteins
For proteins, the dependence involves two compo-
nents: pairwise interactions and solubility constraints.
To explore how each of these affect inference, we used
the reference structure of mammalian myoglobin
(Physeter catodon; PDB code: 1MBD; 459 nucleotides),
previously studied by Rodrigue et al. (2005), to simulate
data on a tree topology with a/b=5 and a total length V
of 1.3 (Fig. 7a) or 2.08 (Fig. 7b) across a wide range of de-
pendence parameter values (1000 replicates). The larger
tree shows the same trend as RNA: increased levels of
dependence result in decreased accuracy. However, the
effect seems to be less severe, particularly when the
level of dependence is small. Furthermore, the depen-
dence due to pairwise interactions has a much greater
effect than dependence due to solubility constraints. Im-
portantly, there is very little effect whatsoever observed
when the tree length is small until levels of dependence
become quite large indeed, even when the topology
itself poses a moderately challenging problem.
We then repeated these simulations using the refer-
ence structure of 6-hydroxymethyl-7-8-dihydroxypterin
pyrophosphokinase (Escherichia coli; PDB code: 1HKA;
474 nucleotides), also examined previously by Rodrigue
etal.(2005).Whereasthestructuresofthesetwoproteins
are quite different, the results using the two structures
FIGURE 7. Accuracy of phylogenetic inference using ML using sequences generated under varying levels of dependence due to protein
structure constraints: solubility (s) and pairwise interactions (p). Accuracy is reduced when dependence is strong and tree length is large.
All panels represent the same tree topology (a/b = 5). Structures: mammalian myoglobin (MYO) [459 nucleotides, 1000 replicates] and 6-
hydroxymethyl-7-8-dihydroxypterin pyrophosphokinase (PKA) [474 nucleotides, 500 replicates]. a) MYO, V = 1.3. b) MYO, V = 2.08. c) PKA,
V = 1.3. d) PKA, V = 2.08.2011 NASRALLAH ET AL.—DEPENDENT SUBSTITUTION MODELS 69
are quite similar (Fig. 7c,d). There is some additional
variance due to fewer replicates (500), but the trend
is the same. This suggests that dependence among
sites in proteins may have similar effects on phylo-
genetic inference regardless of the precise nature of the
structure.
It is encouraging to see that for proteins, unlike RNA,
small levels of dependence in the data do not seem to
have a strong effect on the accuracy of phylogenetic
methods. Estimates of the level of dependence in actual
data will be considered below, but another considera-
tion is whether or not the protein model, which reduces
protein structure to two parameters of solubility and
pairwise interactions, can adequately account for the
complexity of actual protein structures. Vendruscolo
and Domany (1998, 2000) and Park et al. (2000) have
argued that there are limits to the utility of pairwise
interaction potentials and hydrophobicity constraints in
protein structure prediction. It is likely that the struc-
tural fitness of a sequence would be more accurately
represented by the actual Gibbs free energy of the se-
quence, but at present this approach is computationally
demanding. Although the simplified approach adopted
here is well-justified, the conclusions drawn for proteins
may not be the final word.
Effective Sequence Length
How phylogenetic methods behave when the data are
neutral and independent may be used as a reference for
describing how phylogenetic methods perform when
ideal conditions are not met. We may consider the effec-
tive sequence length (Le) as the length of independent
neutral sequence that behaves in the same manner (in
terms of phylogenetic accuracy) as our dependence-
containing sequences. This is similar in spirit to the
concept of an effective population size in population ge-
netics. Because we expect dependence to introduce cor-
related substitutions, we expect the effective sequence
length to be smaller than the actual sequence length
(Huelsenbeck and Nielsen 1999). How much smaller is
of interest and will depend on several factors including
the actual sequence length, the nature of the structural
constraints, the relative importance of the dependence,
and the topology and length of the underlying tree.
Figure 8 quantifies the effective sequence length for
one case examined. Each panel represents a different
underlying tree topology (a/b) of the same overall tree
length (V = 1.75). For each topology, we first simulated
under independence sequences of different lengths and
assessed the phylogenetic accuracy obtained by using
these sequences. Shown in Figure 8 as the curves, these
indicate the expected accuracy when using sequences of
n independent neutral sites. For each topology, we then
simulated RNA sequences of length 300 nucleotides
(using the R2 reverse transcriptase structure) under de-
pendence(z=0.1)andassessedtheaccuracyusingthese
dependent sequences, indicated by the horizontal lines.
Where these observed (dependent) accuracies intersect
our expected (independent) curve, we can project to the
x-axis to estimate the effective sequence length for these
dependence-containing data. The presence of depen-
dence in the data results in a large decrease in effective
sequence length, particularly for topologies in which
the internal branch is relatively short.
One could argue that we might have easily predicted
the effective length for RNA by simply considering
pairedsitestobeasinformativeasasingleunpairedsite.
In the structure used for the simulated RNA sequences,
there were 168 stem and 132 loop positions, which by
this method would predict an effective sequence length
of 216 nucleotides. Alternatively, if all stem positions
were considered to be invariable, the effective sequence
length would be predicted to be 132 nucleotides. How-
ever, what we observe is that the dependence in our
data leads to much lower accuracies, and subsequently
much lower effective sequence lengths than both of
these expectations, observing effective sequence lengths
of less than 100 nucleotides. This implies that models
simply accounting for covariation in the data are not ac-
counting for all aspects of structural constraint and that
these structural constraints lead to greater information
loss.
Although we suggest that the concept of effective
sequence length is useful for thinking about the effect
of dependence on data, and is particularly useful for
assessing these effects in our simulations, determin-
ing the effective sequence length requires knowledge
about the true tree and importance of the structural
constraints. The practicing systematist would therefore
need to make some very strong assumptions in order to
use the concept of effective sequence length to explicitly
guide analysis.
Larger Data Sets
In order to understand how dependence among sites
might affect phylogenetic inference we have focused on
the four-taxon case using a single sequence/structure.
This allowed us to thoroughly explore the relevant pa-
rameter space and gain some intuition for when we
might expect error. However, using only four taxa or
such a limited amount of sequence data is hardly some-
thing done in practice. It would therefore be useful to
understand how the effects we have observed extend
whenthemethodsarepresentedwithmoretaxaormore
sequence data.
To address the question of how the methods per-
form on trees containing more than four taxa we sim-
ulated sequences on a 22-taxon tree using the R2 ele-
ment RNA structure. In this tree (Fig. S1, available from
http://www.sysbio.oxfordjournals.org/), all terminal
branches are of the same length (0.05 expected substi-
tutions per site) and are five times longer than internal
branches (0.01 expected substitutions per site). In some
sense, this makes for a relatively easy estimation prob-
lem: unlike the four-taxon case, all terminal branches
are of equal length, and the overall tree length is quite70 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 60
FIGURE 8. The effective sequence length (Le) as a means of quantifying the phylogenetic information content of a sequence that contains
dependence. All panels represent a fixed tree length (V = 1.75) and level of dependence (z = 0.1). a) a/b = 0.5. b) a/b = 2. c) a/b = 3. d) a/b = 4.
e) a/b = 6. f) a/b = 8. The plotted curves indicate the accuracy of ML on these trees using independent data of varying lengths or the expected
accuracy if the data were independent. The accuracy of ML on the simulated RNA sequences (R2, actual length = 300 nucleotides) on each
topology is shown by the horizontal lines. Where these horizontal lines cross the curve, they drop to the x-axis to estimate the effective sequence
length: the length of independent neutral sequence that displays the same amount of error in estimation that the actual dependence-containing
sequence displays.
small. We simulated 500 RNA data sets on this tree for
each of a range of levels of dependence and analyzed
these data sets using the same methods used in the four-
taxon case. We calculated the Robinson–Foulds metric
(Robinson and Foulds 1981) to compare the estimated
tree with the true tree, and the results are shown in
FIGURE 9. Accuracy of independence-assuming phylogenetic methods for 22-taxon simulations of RNA constrained by structure (R2; 500
replicates). The Robinson–Founds distance metric compares the estimated tree to the true tree for data sets under varying levels of dependence
(z). For all methods, small amounts of dependence introduce error in tree estimation. a) ML, b) neighbor-joining, c) parsimony.2011 NASRALLAH ET AL.—DEPENDENT SUBSTITUTION MODELS 71
Figure 9. As expected, dependence in the data increases
the amount of topological estimation error, in spite of
the estimation problem not being an incredibly difficult
one. Notably, even small amounts of dependence are
sufficient to cause appreciable decreases in accuracy.
We expect that on trees of greater length or containing
variance in branch lengths might present more chal-
lenging problems and therefore be more sensitive to the
effects of dependence. Although these simulations are
hardly a thorough exploration of the space of possible
trees larger than four taxa, they give a sense for how the
problems observed might scale with the number of taxa.
Addressing the question of how very long
dependence-containing sequences affect the analyses
is not as straightforward. This is because one of the lim-
itations of conditioning on an actual fixed structure is
that the sequences are constrained to a fixed length. To
test this question, we concatenated our R2 element data
sets to create three very long (≥ 30,000 nucleotides) sets
of sequences. We similarly concatenated 5S sequences
to create two sets of sequences (≥ 45,000 nucleotides).
We opted to use the same structure repeatedly to ensure
that the same kind of dependence is introduced as there
is no guarantee that different structures will not contain
conflicting signal. The results are consistent with what
was observed on shorter sequences (Fig. S2, available
from http://www.sysbio.oxfordjournals.org/). When
the dependence is large (z ≥ 0.5), ML fails to estimate
thecorrecttopologywhentheproblemisdifficult.When
the dependence is small (z = 0.1), ML is able to recover
the true tree most of the time. Curiously, the neighbor-
joining algorithm (using GTR+Γ distances) performs
very well for all levels of dependence on all trees. Par-
simony behaves qualitatively similar to the results on
shorter sequences (Fig. 5c,f), Although these limited
number of replicates are hardly conclusive, they give a
sense for how these independence-assuming methods
might handle a great deal of dependent sequence.
Estimates of Dependence
Our simulations have shown that failure to account
for dependence among sites, such as dependence due
to structural constraints, can greatly impair inference
of the underlying tree topology. We have shown this
for a wide range of levels of dependence, but it would
be useful to have a sense for what might be reasonable
levels of dependence to expect in actual data. Yu and
Thorne (2006) estimated the level of dependence due to
secondary structure for a set of eight 5S rRNA sequences
to be 0.3661. In our simulations, we observe a signifi-
cant impact on accuracy at lower levels of dependence
than this (z = 0.1; see Fig. 5). This implies that failure to
account for secondary structure of RNA may often lead
to inaccurate inference of the true topology.
However, it is important to note that these kinds of
models allow two methods of specifying the importance
of structural constraint. One is an explicit level of depen-
dence as specified by the tuning parameters discussed
here (z for RNA, p and s for proteins). Another form of
constraint is more implicit, namely how much flexibility
is allowed in the structure. Here, we have presented a
model in which the (implicit) requirements of the struc-
ture are strict, but the (explicit) level of dependence has
been varied. Yu and Thorne (2006), however, allowed
more internal flexibility in the structures they examined.
This implies that the explicit level of dependence in a
model such as what we have presented might be lower
than what Yu and Thorne (2006) presented because the
implicit constraint is greater. How much lower is a rea-
sonable question and will be important in determining
the level of decreased phylogenetic accuracy to be ex-
pected as a result.
For proteins, the story is also complicated. Although
it is clear that there is dependence due to secondary
structure in proteins (Thorne et al. 1996; Goldman et al.
1998), estimates of the level of dependence vary con-
siderably. The model we have described and the model
under which these estimates were obtained utilized
similar levels of implicit flexibility, so we focus on the
estimates themselves. Rodrigue et al. (2005) a model
that involved the same pair potentials we employ, but
it did not utilize solubility constraints. They estimated
levels of dependence due to pairwise interactions to be
in the range of 0.36 − 0.70. Robinson et al. (2003) used
a model that included both pair potentials and solu-
bility and obtained estimates of pairwise dependence
an order of magnitude less than Rodrigue et al. (2005)
(0.028 − 0.038) while also estimating the dependence
due to solubility (0.88 − 0.95). The large difference in
pairwise interaction estimates could be due to differ-
ences in the modeling of the pairwise interactions or
because the Rodrigue et al. (2005) model lacked solu-
bility constraints. Choi et al. (2007) used the Robinson
et al. (2003) model to estimate pairwise and solubility
dependence for a wide range of proteins (Choi et al.
2007; Fig. 1), which not surprisingly agree with the
Robinson et al. (2003) estimates. The difference between
the Robinson et al. (2003) and Choi et al. (2007) estimates
and the Rodrigue et al. (2005) estimates is an important
one. As we have shown, pairwise interactions of the
level Robinson et al. (2003) describe have little effect on
our ability to estimate the true topology in spite of our
assumptions of independence. If however pairwise de-
pendence is of the level Rodrigue et al. (2005) describe,
the impact on phylogenetic estimation is quite large.
Use of Energy as Fitness
The use of the energy of a sequence on a particular
structure is but one possible surrogate for the fitness of
a sequence and may have its limitations. It is possible,
for example, that a given sequence might be able to
fold well into many possible structures; that although a
given sequence might have a low energy on the struc-
ture of interest, it might have an even lower energy on
an alternate structure. This implies that this sequence
would in reality spend more time folded in the alterna-
tive structure than the one of interest. In this case, we72 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 60
might argue that the sequence energy itself is not a good
proxy for the fitness of the sequence. A better surrogate
for fitness in this case might be the probability that a
sequence will fold into the desired structure. However,
this would involve considering the energy of a sequence
on all its possible structures, and as we are allowing the
sequence itself to change this becomes computation-
ally prohibitive, particularly as the sequence length
increases.
Additional Model Limitations
The model we have presented is one in which depen-
dence among sites results from the existence of a struc-
ture that must be maintained in order to perform some
function. One limitation to this is that we do not allow
thestructureitselftoevolvealongthetree.Thismightbe
reasonable for short phylogenetic distances, but the fact
remains that even closely related sequences vary widely
in their structural homology across taxa. Accounting for
variance in the structural constraints across the tree will
be a challenge for future research.
Another way in which the kind of model we have
described might be developed is to allow for more than
one substitution at a time. Huelsenbeck and Nielsen
(1999) developed a compound Poisson model that al-
lows for this, and it might be a natural pairing with
the type of model described here; evaluating the en-
ergy/fitness of a sequence two substitutions away is a
straightforwardextension.Allowingmorethanonesub-
stitution at a time might be particularly useful when the
intrinsic constraints are very strong, enabling sequences
to cross fitness valleys more easily.
CONCLUSIONS
Wehaveshownthatfailuretoaccountfordependence
among sites due to secondary and tertiary structure can
lead to inaccurate estimation of the underlying tree
topology. This is particularly true when the dependence
is strong as may be the case with RNA, when the in-
ternal branch is relatively short, and when the overall
tree length is large. These findings have direct implica-
tions for anyone interested in phylogenetic estimation
or analyses dependent thereupon. We have also shown
that the effect is stronger than might have been expected
under simpler models of dependence, such as consid-
ering paired RNA sites as one. This indicates that there
is room for improvement in phylogenetic methods by
accounting for the nature of the dependencies in the
data. We have introduced the concept of an effective
sequence length as an intuitive means of quantifying
the effects of dependence and have presented a general
method of simulating data on phylogenetic trees under
complex models of evolution.
Although in this paper we have focused on RNA and
protein structures to introduce the dependencies among
sites, the findings here may extend to the general case
in which there may be dependence among characters.
Morphological characters, for example, may contain
large amounts of dependence, although it may be much
more difficult to model the particular nature thereof.
But our findings that the presence of dependence in the
data, if unaccounted for, may lead to error in phylo-
genetic estimation should hold regardless of how well
we understand the nature of the dependence itself. This
suggests that in cases where we may be unable to model
the dependence, being able to simply detect the pres-
ence of dependence in the data might be valuable.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material can be found at http://www
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